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A: Introduction 
 
1 This response is by the Active Schools Manager for Shetland and 
concentrates on particular issues that affect Shetland and, probably, other 
island groups and remote areas. 
 
2 There has been no attempt to answer all the key questions but only those 
for which there are particular difficulties for Shetland or the Active Schools 
Team. 
 
B: Children and Sport 
 
1 What level of sport and physical activity should be provided by 
primary and, separately, secondary schools? 
In addition to a commitment to ensure that two hours of PE provision by 
specialists be available to all our children and young people there are other 
things to be encouraged or done. There should be a greater thrust to 
persuade our teachers (and by extension the young people) to spend more 
time outside learning rather than in the classroom.  There are some fine 
examples in Scotland of schools that do a great deal of learning outdoors. 
Particularly in the winter months if young people do no learning outside they 
are likely only to see daylight through a window. There is no such thing as bad 
weather, only poor clothing. 100% participation is to be encouraged and this 
means a balance between competitive activities and other physical 
endeavours such as Active Travel. Taught PE, extra-curricular sport and other 
physical activity are equal partners in the move to get our young people more 
active and help to persuade them to remain active. 
 
2 How can the links between schools and sports clubs be improved? 
What difference have Active School Coordinators made to the links 
between schools and clubs? 
In most cases Coordinators are members of clubs in their own right and thus a 
casual link exists already. Some clubs are keen to encourage their junior 
members and others are content to exist with their current membership and 
avoid the hassle of bringing on young people or new members. There is a 
dilemma here. We want people to take part in physical activity and sport 
because they enjoy it and they appreciate the life benefits it brings. If too 
much pressure is brought to bear on those people who are participating for 
fun, or on those for whom personal excellence is the goal we may reduce the 
club membership base. We have to respect the rights of those who simply 
want to exercise or play sport without contributing to the progression of others. 
What coordinators have found is that many clubs have capacity problems 
(both facilities and personnel) and that there are real timing issues over 
availability of facilities and coaches  when children are available to be active. 
Active Schools can make a difference here with coordinators publicising 
problems and opportunities and working to find solutions. Schools also can be 
encouraged to be flexible over opportunities and also work hard to make their 
facilities available to clubs when they need them for developing activities 
whether for youngsters or not. 
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3 What are the barriers to universal access for children to sport? 
We suffer considerably from geographic isolation both internally in the islands 
and also with access to mainland activities. To move children around the 
islands after the end of the school day or at the weekends is an expensive 
logistical exercise. The price of fuel and the time element means that a 
number of children are deprived of the opportunity to participate. Worse 
comes when we want to participate in activities on the mainland or with 
mainland teams/groups. It is rare for any competitive activity involving 
mainland teams to take place on Shetland. With one or two honourable 
exceptions, governing bodies are very reluctant to consider us as a venue 
despite our excellent facilities. No doubt part of this is because, to take an 
example, to take part in a match or course in the central belt probably means 
at least two full days away from the islands. 
 
C. Coaching 
 
1 Are there enough coaches and volunteers to support sport in 
Scotland. 
Shetland is fortunate in that it enjoys a high level of employment. But this does 
reduce the potential number of volunteers. Large distances, a  sparse 
population and very high transport costs (our petrol reached a high of £1:29.9 
pence per litre) also make it difficult to persuade people to volunteer at times 
when the children are available to attend coaching sessions. Without 
incentives to encourage more people to qualify as coaches and then volunteer 
it is difficult to see how we can increase the number of children taking part in 
activities and hence developing an active lifestyle. 
 
2 What are the barriers to more people coaching, and volunteering to 
support, sport in Scotland? 
Already highlighted above are some of the economic and geographic reasons 
why people are not more involved. It is also difficult for people to qualify as 
coaches in many sports. NGB’s can be very obstructive in the way in which 
they deliver coaching qualifications:  the course may have to be delivered over 
several dates on the mainland, there may be a minimum number of trainees 
required for the course to run on the islands, assessment has to be separate 
from the learning part of the courses, tutors may not be available for blocks of 
time to be able to come on to the islands.  All of these problems have been 
cited in the past as reasons why Shetlanders cannot acquire the coaching 
skills they wish to use. The solution is quite easy: an element of the grant 
support that NGB’s receive from the Government via Sportscotland  should be 
conditional upon the production of a costed, working plan to provide coaching 
qualifications that are as accessible as if the participant lived in Wemyss Bay 
or North Berwick. 
Outwith the above the introduction of UKCC qualifications has exacerbated 
the issue because these courses are longer and has additional requirements. 
It would help us if the generic parts of these coaching courses (eg child 
protection) were to be delivered locally without the involvement of the NGB’s 
who would then recognise this contribution as valid to achieve the 
qualification. Typically a potential coach from Shetland can be faced with 2 or 
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3 trips away from the island (each with a huge cost implication for travel, 
accommodation, the course itself and time off work). Or a course may be 
planned only to fail because the club cannot find the 8 potential coaches 
required as a minimum number trainees by the NGB. Or having spent a lot of 
money and time training the potential coach has to go back to the mainland 
for half a day to be assessed. Or a course cannot run because the tutor 
cannot themselves afford the time away from work (probably an extra two 
days – even longer if equipment has to be brought up on the ferry.     
 
I hope the above is useful to your deliberations. 
 
Philip Ashley-Smith 
Active Schools manager 
Shetland Islands Council 
18 November 2008 
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